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Lecture 8

nucleon structure, parton tomography, and nucleon mass

outline:

reminder of deep inelastic scattering

going exclusive: deeply virtual Compton scattering

some experimental considerations and presently running
campaigns

tomography

the Electron-Ion Collider EIC

the nucleon mass puzzle: mass without mass



  2slide from lecture 6, only k' is measured
example of inclusive reaction
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deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS)

fig. from S. Niccolai,     
PoS INPC2016 (2017) 368

note: opposite to the case of deep
inelastic scattering, the final proton stays
intact
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generalized parton distributions (GPD) instead of 
electric and magnetic form factors

text taken from:
               Nicole d'Hose, Silvia Niccolai, Armine  Rostomyan,
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parameters in the GPDs

instead of the variables xB and Q2, the GPD depend on three parameters:

x, ζ, t as defined in the DVCS figure

because of the vector nature of (p-p'), this implies in addition to | t |, one (two)
angle(s)  for the case of scattering of an unpolarized (polarized) target.

Evaluated in the frame in which the 3-momentum of p and p' are very large
(Breit frame) this implies:

t = (p – p')2  = 2 EpEp' ( 1-cos(θ) ) = - 4 EpEp' sin2(θ/2) 

√(-t) = 2 | p | sin(θ/2) = qT  = transverse momentum transfer to the proton

2ζ = (x+ζ) – (x-ζ)  
2ζ = difference in momentum fractions of the initial and final proton
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parameters in the GPDs

instead of the variables xB and Q2, the GPD depend on three parameters:

x, ζ, t as defined in the DVCS figure

because of the vector nature of t, this implies in addition to | t |, one (two)
angle(s)  for the case of scattering of an unpolarized (polarized) target.
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A note on factorization

 separating the soft, non-perturbative sector where form factors and, hence,
PDF's and GPD's come into the game, from the hard, perturbative sector where
precise QCD based calculations can be performed

a detailed analysis is beyond what we can describe in this lecture, see: Collins
and Freund,  Phys.Rev.D 59 (1999) 074009

factorization proven for -t << Q2

not easy to achieve since t = (p – p')2  = (q – q')2  see next slide, need large
photon energy and large Q
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alternate view: with momenta of struck partons, fig. from Ji and Bakker, 

then: p-k + (k+q-q') = p'   p – p' = q – q'

measurement of electron and real photon determines the
complete kinematics
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now adding the Bethe-Heitler contribution

the purely electromagnetic Bethe-Heitler process is indistinguishable from
the DVCS process, the two diagrams need to be added coherently

but: the Bethe-Heitler diagrams can be calculated with precision using QED

fig. from 1502.03246
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now the idea of parton tomography
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parton imaging – the key idea

The momentum transfer in DVCS to the final proton, characterized by 
t =  (p – p')2 = (q -q')2 brings in a new kinematic variable t. The DVCS cross
section depends on t. Since t is directly connected to the transverse
component of the momentum transfer to the proton, this dependence
contains information, via Fourier transformation, about the transverse
position of the struck parton. Note that √(-t) = 2 | p | sin(θ/2) is the
momentum transfer to the proton in the direction transverse to the motion of
the proton, at least for small values of θ.

Through measurement and analysis of DVCS, the intend is to describe the
structure of the nucleon in terms of the longitudinal momentum fraction and
transverse position of its constituents, the quarks and gluons.
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the DVCS cross section
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fig. from Pawel Sznajder

imaging continued
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DVCS for real photon and real meson production 

using heavy meson production one can image also gluons
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selected simulations and 1st experimental results

simulation of experiment at the future EIC, NAS report
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imaging the transverse size of gluons for different values of x
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now real data from Hera, Compass and JLAB

expressed in spatial dimensions, this value of B corresponds to an rms size of
the gluon distribution of rperp = 0.65 ± 0.02 fm   ( = sqrt(2 B) 0.197) fm 

arXiv:0709.4114

first HERA, at low x
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now COMPASS data, arXiv:1802.02739
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x dependence of B?

if substantiated, this could imply transverse expansion of dense gluonic
state at low x and would impact saturation regime, maybe gluon density is
reigned in that way! much better data needed to substantiate this.
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now results from the JLAB CLAS experiment

see arXiv:1820.02110, 1902.02643

measure e p 
e' p' γ 
to determine
e' p' π 
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1st results on imaging in DVMP from CLAS
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newest results from:     
Gao and Vanderhaeghen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 94 (2022) 1, 015002

2105.00571 [hep-ph]

the following figure is taken from this paper
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x-dependence of the protons
transverse charge radfius
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mass without mass: the (numerical) determination, within the framework of lattice
QCD, of hadron masses. The figure is taken from:

Z. Fodor and C. Hoelbling,``Light Hadron Masses from Lattice QCD,''
Rev. Mod. Phys. 84 (2012), 449, arXiv:1203.4789 [hep-lat]. 

The u and d quarks have masses of a few MeV, the s quark has a mass of about
100 MeV, but the hadron masses are quantitatively reproduced.

comment on the peculiar behavior of hadron masses
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comment on the peculiar behavior of hadron masses

note: 

an atom is bound by the electromagnetic potential between the
positively charged nucleus and the surrounding electrons. but the
total mass of the atom is smaller than the mass of the constituents.
for hydrogen, mp = 938.3 MeV, me = 0.511 MeV, but 
MH = (938.3 + 0.511 – 13.6 10-6) MeV.

a nucleus is bound by the interaction among the nucleons, the
average binding energy is about 8 MeV per nucleon. so for a Pb
nucleus with 208 nucleons, the total mass is approximately
MPb = (208 * 939 – 8 * 208) MeV, i.e. 1.7 GeV less than the sum of
the masses of the constituents.

for the mass of a proton with mp = 939 MeV, the masses of the
constituents are mu = 2.5 MeV, md = 5 MeV (see, e.g., 1809.07042),
so the sum of the masses of the constituents  is 10 MeV, about 1 %
of the mass of the proton.
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